Alice Linahan, Vice President of Women On the Wall
Anita Hoge, Co-Founder of Child Abuse in the Classroom
Karen Bracken, Co Founder of Child Abuse in the Classroom

President Donald Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear President Trump,

We believe you, our President, want to Make America Great Again. We are
requesting an appointment for you to meet with the parents and researchers who do
not have a seat at the table at this time, but are requesting to begin this discussion
which is the process of the implementation of the “Medicalization of Our Schools”
through Medicaid.
We are witnessing today what could be described as the grandest expansion of the
Nanny State in the history of America. We believe this expansion to be one of the
most diabolical, intricate, and subversive schemes to plague the landscape of
American public policy toward Socialism.
This atrocity is "The Medicalization of Our Schools."
A view from the classroom of today would astound onlookers that mental health and
social, emotional, and behavioral interventions have replaced academics. With these
wrap-around mental health services and interventions into personalities, values,
beliefs, and dispositions at school, teachers are expected and forced to monitor and
collect personal behavioral data on our children that has nothing to do with
education. Data is collected, logged into state longitudinal data systems, shared, and
ultimately, exposes our children to ‘surveillance capitalism.’ This personal data is
freely given and used by outside contractors, foundations, and businesses to create
software, curricula, activities, and programs that delve into changing the personal
qualities of children and their families according to a government set of objectives.
Schools represent a "captive audience" and as such, prime targets for social policy
change.
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From a purely educational viewpoint, this could be termed "The Destruction of the
American Educational System."
From a health care perspective, this could be viewed as "The Subversion of the
World's Finest System of Health Care."
From a societal vantage point, this could be described as "The Subduing of the
American Family."
However, because of the integration of business and labor, this could also just as
accurately be dubbed, "The Collectivization of American Capitalism."
Analyzed from a public policy perspective, it could be called "The Demise of
Representative Government."
All of these titles would be accurate because each of them describes different
appendages of the same program. What is involved in the "Medicalization of Our
Schools?" At issue is Medicaid with screenings and interventions that take place
under the cloak of prevention and "health."
Once the government-sponsored health insurance program for the poor, Medicaid has
now moved mainstream into our schools. It is paying salaries, funding multiple
programs that boldly intrude into the sanctity of the home, and is the cause of
escalating federal and state budgets. If this weren't objectionable enough, the
Medicaid component is but one spoke on the wheel of the larger societal restructuring
movement that clearly orchestrates a number of large federal entitlement programs to
produce what the Obama administration called a 'safety net and prevention.' In
reality, if left unrestrained, it will become a "seamless web" through which no one
will fall and ultimately no one escapes. The merging of federal data in HR 4174
escalates this agenda.
The universal screening of every normal child for social, emotional, and behavioral
mental health problems has become the policy to identify as many children as
possible for free federal Medicaid money. Our schools are milking the system
through bureaucratic maneuvering. This future impetus combines Education and
Welfare programs into a common thrust that appears to have bypassed our state
legislatures. The fiscal impact of the merging of education and healthcare has not
been thoroughly researched as the Medicaid program spans birth to age 20. Yes,
American children are in danger of pure behavioral conditioning as a lucrative
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business. Our children are victimized by the intruding arm of government moving
toward a controlled monopoly.
The larger wheel of implementation includes FERPA, Family Education Rights In
Privacy Act, and ESSA, Every Student Succeeds Act, and both are to blame for the
forward movement of these destructive combinations that include data-mining of our
children, the identification and labeling of normal children as mentally disabled but
not special education, psycho-behavioral interventions to change American children
toward this collectivist state, and Medicaid that will pay for this abomination with its
tentacles into the family with eventual case management in an Individual Family
Service Plan. This plan assures that every American child will be identified with a
unique national ID and a re-cycling system of behavioral interventions laid out in
ESSA. The impact of a child having a DSM code (Diagnostic Statistical Manual For
Mental Disorders) on their permanent record because of a mental health Medicaid
reimbursement would have many future consequences including access to higher
education, getting a job, or never owning a gun which would erase the second
Amendment in several years. American children are at risk of losing America in their
future.
We truly believe that our President, you, Mr. President, would be able to slow down
and stop this “Child Abuse in the Classroom” that is being thrust on our American
children today. Former President Obama had issued an Executive Order that
unlocked the doors of privacy which now allows our children to be data-mined of
their personal information which includes social, emotional, and behavioral
information. FERPA must be changed.
President Trump, you could stop this violation instantly. We are requesting the truth
be told to parents about the conditioning techniques codified in ESSA and performed
without informed written parental consent than can be stopped by you, our President.
We believe that you, President Trump, would want America to continue to be the
guiding light of the world, to educate our children with the best education in the
world, and prove to the non-believers that our children can compete with anyone in
the world. We pray that you are listening.
Violations In Pursuit of the “Medicalization of Our Schools” Through Medicaid
Data Tracking: Collection of PII (Personally Identifiable Information) on babies,
children, and teachers identified with a unique national ID, contracted by Institute for
Educational Sciences, NCES/IES, in compliance with Obama's Executive Order
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12866 expanding state longitudinal data systems to collect and share personally
identifiable data on our children.
Data Trafficking: States Release Personally Identifiable Information, PII, to 3rd
Party Contractors: State Departments of Education are able to enter into written
agreements with businesses, foundations, higher education, and other Departments,
releasing PII because of the loopholes in FERPA, (Family Education Rights and
Privacy Act) that redefine school officials. Personally Identifiable Information,
"womb to workforce" data, is freely given to 3rd party contractors through written
agreements contracted by each state DOE.
Treatment, Interventions, Psychological Abuse: ESSA, Every Student Succeeds
Act, mandates PII collected on attitudes, values, beliefs, and dispositions (grit)
carried out by IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act). All students, birth
through college-aged students are identified under Title I for social, emotional, and
behavioral change, Child Find. Techniques defined in ESSA include behavioral
interventions: Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports, Response To
Intervention, Multi-Tiered System Of Supports, Universal Design For Learning. The
NCES/IES monitors and evaluates compliance, and experimental research through a
unique national ID of children and teachers alike.
Privacy Violations: Exchange and Re-Disclosure of PII continues, including data
collected on attitudes, values, beliefs, and dispositions, without the knowledge or
consent of parents. Directory information is cross-referenced with behavioral data
collected on the local level. Privacy protections have been removed. Data, the new
currency uses children as a commodity. These blatant data mining violations are child
abuse.
Violations of the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment, PPRA: Violations under
Title I school-wide through the use of psychiatric, psychological examination,
assessment, evaluation, or testing; Psychiatric or psychological treatment/
interventions deceptively used in classrooms without the knowledge, disclosure, or
written permission of parents.
Civil Rights Violations: Interventions, treatment, and re-education of attitudes,
values, dispositions, and beliefs of children are profound violations of 1st
Amendment protections of our God-given right to "right of conscience" and the 4th
Amendment protection of our God-given right "to be secure in their persons."
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Public Law 103-33, General Education Provisions Act, Sec 438: Federal
Government is supervising and directing curriculum creating a "model national
curriculum" and a national test. NCES/IES evaluates and monitors students, teachers,
funding, principals, schools, districts, and states for mental health data.
Malpractice and Maltreatment of Children and Babies by Teachers and
Preschool Caregivers: Teachers/preschool caregivers, (exceeding their professional
certifications), are required to screen, evaluate, perform anecdotal behavioral
assessments, conditioning, and implement psychological remediation of the child's
attitudes, values, beliefs, and dispositions called social, emotional learning to comply
with global initiatives under ESSA. These interventions are screened by teachers as
mental health disabilities through fidelity (Do it right-techniques.) are now called
“implementation science.” Standards defined by Department of Labor SCANS
Report, create the process of "supply-chain management to humans." This Social and
Emotional Learning system sets up schools to begin coding mental health
interventions in the classrooms of America for Medicaid reimbursements.
In Liberty,
Alice Linahan, Vice President Women On the Wall
Anita Hoge, Co-Founder Child Abuse in the Classroom
Karen Bracken, Co-Founder Child Abuse in the Classroom

Link for all appendices:
http://womenonthewall.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Appendices-ForMedicalization-Of-Schools-1.pdf
Appendices For The Medicalization Of Our Schools Proof Points
Appendix A Texas
Appendix B Montana
Appendix C Tennessee
Appendix D Pennsylvania
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